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nofollow on hyperlinks
Status
 Closed
Subject
nofollow on hyperlinks
Version
2.x
Category
Feature request
Less than 30-minutes ﬁx
Feature
Comment
Search engine optimization (SEO)
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)
Spam protection (Anti-bot CAPTCHA)
Interaction (with the outside World)
Resolution status
Fixed or Solved
Submitted by
Marc Laporte
Lastmod by
Marc Laporte
Rating
                              (0) 
Description
Please see:
http://www.wikimatrix.org/wiki/feature:nofollow
http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2005/01/preventing-comment-spam.html
Importance
8
Easy to solve?
8
Priority
64
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
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Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
1583
Created
Thursday 28 February, 2008 14:12:44 GMT-0000
by Unknown
LastModif
Monday 23 August, 2010 07:50:29 GMT-0000

Comments

amette 05 Aug 08 22:07 GMT-0000
Just use the new rel-syntax in Wiki-links (needs to be ﬁxed a bit still).
This also generically allows for other kinds of microformats - see the rel-Microformats on:
http://microformats.org/wiki/Main_Page

Jonny Bradley 05 Aug 08 22:26 GMT-0000
What - all of them? Seems a bit harsh on all external links from wiki pages (agreed a good
idea from comments, shoutbox etc) Or maybe i misunderstood?
Hmm - sounds like another checkbox to me (i.e. bad) - "add 'no follow' tags to external
links created by users not in this group..." - tee hee!
(oh why do i always seem to make things more complicated?)
Talking of which; no preview on tracker comments?

luciash d' being

20 Nov 08 13:43 GMT-0000

[url|this links somewhere|nofollow]
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Kissaki 26 Jul 09 11:26 GMT-0000
The tracker item is not clear enough.
We must not add rel="nofollow" to all links.
Adding rel="nofollow" to links from user-content (comments etc) may/shall be optional.
Not in all cases is it reasonable to add them. Eg, with a closed community where you trust
everyone and know they're providing quality content the attribute would be harmful.
Also, it would have to be a section/module-speciﬁc setting at least, if not item.
Itâ€™s not reasonable to use it on wikis.

Kissaki 26 Jul 09 11:27 GMT-0000
Never.
Please add tracker items reasonably.

Marc Laporte 14 Jan 10 19:15 GMT-0000
We need http://dev.tikiwiki.org/Ease+Importance+Priority

Marc Laporte 08 Apr 10 02:16 GMT-0000
http://status.net/2010/04/05/nofollow-on-the-statusnet-cloud

Marc Laporte 23 Aug 10 01:28 GMT-0000
Site-wide no follow option is available starting in Tiki5, and on by default

Attachments
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No attachments for this item
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The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item1583-nofollow-on-hyperlinks
Show PHP error messages
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